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Abstract. Different kinds of methods have been proposed in Chinese document 
classification, while high dimension of feature vector is one of the most 
significant limits in these methods. In this paper, an important difference is 
pointed out between Chinese document classification and English document 
classification. Then an efficient approach is proposed to reduce the dimension 
of feature vector in Chinese document classification using Genetic Algorithm. 
Through merely choosing the set of much more “important” features, the 
proposed method significantly reduces the number of Chinese feature words. 
Experiments combining with several relative studies show that the proposed 
method has great effect on dimension reduction with little loss in correctly 
classified rate. 
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1   Introduction 

Document classification plays an important role in data mining and information 
retrieval systems, and has been widely adopted to promote their efficiency [1]. It is 
also applied in fields such as re-organizing the inquiry results returned by search 
engines [2], scanning large quantities of document sets [3]. 

China has the largest number of Internet users. As a result, the amount of Chinese 
documents increases tremendously on the Internet and other information systems. 
Therefore Chinese document classification plays a more and more important role in 
information retrieval field. 

In the document classification procedure, a document is represented by a vector 
composed of many features. As a result, the feature space is always in high 
dimension, making the performance, especially the efficiency of classifying 
algorithms somehow not so satisfying [4]. Current algorithms, such as document 
efficiency, feature intensity [5] and information gain [6], all simply focus on the 
process which intends to use static rules to choose those “excellent” key words as 
features for particular emphasis. However, they all focus on the performance of each 
individual word instead of a subset. It is known that a set of words with less feature 
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intensity or information gain may show better performance than a combination of the 
“best” ones. Thus the evaluation of feature words should not only focus on 
individuals but a whole subset.  

Also the existing methods are sometimes inferior to generalities, namely the 
performance of these methods fluctuates dynamically when applied to documents 
coming from different sources, and many parameters have to be tuned manually to get 
relatively satisfying result. Moreover, when dealing with humongous number of 
paragraphs, current algorithms will inevitably bring about feature spaces with very 
high dimensions which cost substantive computation. 

Since the efficiency of classification methods has become a major bottleneck, to 
select more effective key words among the existing ones may cause great reduction in 
the dimension of feature space, which will be quite meaningful and of great 
importance. In this paper, a universal application method using Genetic Algorithm is 
proposed. It can produce a small portion of features from a large set, in the mean time 
ensure the representativeness and effectiveness of the selected set of key words. As a 
result, in the following classification process, the dimension of feature space is greatly 
reduced, and hence the whole algorithm’s efficiency is significantly improved without 
much loss in performance. 

In this paper, a concrete description to the parameter, especially the evaluation 
function of our dimension reduction algorithm is shown in Section 2. Section 3 
introduces the selected corpus. Results and analysis of experiments are shown in 
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our researches and points out the future works. 

2   Dimension Reduction Algorithm Using GA 

2.1   Design of Dimension Reduction Algorithm 

Our purpose is to select certain more representative key words from huge amount of 
words primarily produced. Genetic Algorithm can be used to pick out the specific 
subset from mass key word set as a new feature space. This process can significantly 
decrease the dimension of the feature space and promote the efficiency of the 
algorithm. Besides, in the selection process, the evaluation function of GA ensures the 
representativeness of the selected subset. Usually, when using high dimension feature 
vectors, only a small part of those features actually functions in the classification 
process. The proposed method will identify these small outstanding parts as features 
using GA. Moreover, the dimension of the new feature space is controllable.  

2.1.1   Encoding and Initial Population 
The chromosomes with fixed length are built on binary coding. For the arbitrary 
method selecting items, there is a binary string S = (t1, t2,…, tn ), where n is the 
number of humongous candidate features, ti represents whether the ith feature is 
selected. If the ith item is selected, the value of ti is 1, or else the value of ti is 0. The 
total count of ‘1’s is fixed in our algorithm which represents the number of final 
features after our filter.  

The initial population is produced by a random function, which means the genes of 
each individual can be 0 or 1 randomly. But the total number of ‘1’s is restricted not 
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only by a prior probability setting, but also a counter for its representation of the final 
feature number. The counter will provide a supervisory control all over the whole 
process of selecting and filtering. 

2.1.2   Crossover Operation 
We chose the crossover operation based on position with some improvements.  

  

(a) There are 5 ‘1’s in each
chromosome before cross-
over, a random position Pi is 
produced each time 

(b) In the string (upper one)
with more ‘1’s, randomly 
select a position (or more if
necessary) with ‘1’ on it and
‘0’ on the other string 

(c) Crossing over leads to 
equal number of ‘1’s in each 
child chromosome 

Fig. 1. The algorithm of the crossover operation 

Here, a random position Pi is produced each time, and the downstream parts of the 
two strings will exchange and link with the other’s upstream. As the new two 
“children” are produced, the “counter” of ‘1’s will examine and exchange one or 
some of their special positions again to assure no changes of the number of ‘1’s has 
been made during exchanges. Figure 1 shows some details of crossover in our GA 
algorithm by a simple example. 

2.1.3   Mutation Operation and End Condition 
Each individual produced by crossover operation will do the mutation operation 
according to the mutation probability Pm. Each time a pair of mutating genes is 
randomly selected, one of which change from 0 to 1 and the other from 1 to 0. In this 
way, the number of ‘1’s in each chromosome (string) is protected to a fixed number. 

If the max generation T is reached, the GA procedure will stop, or else it will begin 
a new iteration. 

2.2   The Evaluation Function F 

The evaluation function is the most critical part of a GA. However, many of the 
traditional evaluation functions like “text density” [7] are not suitable in this 
application because of their low efficiency. Meanwhile, it is obvious that the GA used 
in our research is aiming to “select” the most representative words in each category. 
Therefore, the following formula is designed to describe Pij, the weight of a word (i) 
in the category (j): 

 Pij = 
_ _ _ _

1 1

[ ( , )* ( )] /[ ( )]
Txt j num Txt j num

x x

P i x Word x Word x
= =
∑ ∑  j=1,2…12; i=1,2…Total 
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where Txt_j_num stands for the number of articles in category j, Word(x) stands for 
the number of words in article number x. The term “Total” in the formula means the 
total number of the words here, while P(i, x) means the weight of word number i in 
article number x. In fact, P(i, x) is calculated with the formula: 

( , ) ( , ) / ( )P i x Num i x Word x=  

where Num(i, x) represents the number of total appearances of word number i in 
article number x. 

However, even with such formula, the expression of information still needs to be 
refined in a more detailed perspective. Take words in Table 1 as an example. 

In Group 1, the words listed on the left carry more information than those on the 
right, for the left ones more frequently appear in various articles, while the right ones 
like “stravage” can seldom be found. It is natural to infer that if a word has a very low 
frequency to be used in articles; it can be ignored in judging the category of the 
article. Usually the average weight is used to describe such information 

as
1

1
( ) ( , )

N

j

P i P i j
N =

= ∑ , where N is the class number. 

In the second group, the words on left side show better category information than 
the words on the right side, for the words on the right all show uniform distributions 
in nearly all of the article categories. Thus, based on the knowledge of naïve 
probability, we think that a perfect feature word should have a relatively larger 
standard deviation in different categories. In our experiment, we designate the 

standard deviation as 2

1

1
( ) [ ( , ) ( )]

N

P
j

i P i j P i
N

σ
=

= −∑ . With this attribute, the word may 

have a more centralized distribution and appear more frequently in certain categories 
and such word should be selected as a feature word in the proposed algorithm. 

Taking both factors into account, and according to the 3-Sigma principle, the formula 
( ) ( ) 3* ( )PQ i P i iσ= +  is chosen as the prototype of our evaluation function. For a single 

word number i, the bigger Q(i) is, the more suitable it can be used as a feature word. 
However, as mentioned in Section 1, our work is to evaluate a subset of words as 

features but not only focus on a single word, thus it is still necessary to modify the 
prototype function to fit this. The most basic solution is to take 1

( )
i C

Q Q i
N ∈

= ∑ as the 

evaluation function, where N is the number of the words in one group of feature 
words, and C is the set of currently chosen feature words. This strategy seems to be 
favorable. However, Group 3 in Table 1 provides us a counterexample. If most of the 
feature words selected focus on certain categories like sports, and do not cover all the 
categories effectively, some smaller categories could be overlooked inequitably, 
although a set of these words may have a pretty high Q  value. Hence, more efficient 

strategy should be brought out to avoid this over-centralization problem. The standard 

deviation 21
[ ( ) ]Q

i C

Q i Q
N

σ
∈

= −∑  will be used to describe the quality of feature word 

group, the smaller the better. Then, still using 3-Sigma principle, the final evaluation 
function of our experiment is ( ) 3* QF i Q σ= − , the bigger the better. 
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Table 1. Three groups of key words 

Group No. Meaningful words Less meaningful words 
1 CCP* BMW** Shakespeare unperturbed daguerreotype stravage 
2 Soccer GDP*** Software object everyone delight 
3 NBA**** Olympic Mountain climbing Swimming 

* CCP: Chinese Communist Party *** GDP: Gross Domestic Product 
** BMW: Bavarian Motor Works **** NBA: National Basketball Association 

There is still one thing to be mentioned: the evaluation function of a GA can be 
consistent with the evaluation before the feature words being selected, which means 
any rational evaluation function of GA may have good result in decreasing the 
dimension of feature space and keeping the precision of the classification. 

3   Dataset of Experiments 

Compare to the large number of high quality corpuses for English document 
classification, the corpuses in Chinese are in a relative shortage. In fact, although the 
principles to process the English and Chinese documents are similar, many excellent 
algorithms aiming to classify English documents may not be effective on Chinese 
document classification due to the differences in the two languages.  

In this paper, TanCorpV1.0 [8], a widely used corpus in Chinese document 
classification, is selected as test sample. This corpus has two levels of categories and 
includes 14150 Chinese documents. The first level of this corpus contains 12 
categories while the second level contains 60. To concentrate on evaluating the results 
of experiments, only the first level categories in this corpus will be discussed. Table 2 
shows the categories information of this corpus in detail. 

Table 2. Construction and configuration of TanCorpV1.0 

Class* Finance and 
Economics 

Human 
Capital  

Com- 
puter 

Real  
estate 

Educa- 
tion 

Science and  
Technology 

Number 819 608 2943 935 808 1040 
Class* Automobile Tract Sport Health Art Entertainment 

Number 590 150 2805 1406 546 1500 
* All the Classes are named in Chinese and translated here 

4   Experiments 

4.1   Initial Dimension 

Before adopting the number of initial dimensions used in the experiment, basic 
analysis is required. Different from the Latin language system, the vocabulary of  
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Chinese language system is relatively small. Existing researches [9][11][12][13] on 
Chinese document classification lack necessary emphasis or explanations of one 
remarkable difference between Chinese and Latin language system, namely the great 
differences in the dimensions of feature vectors when classifying a document. Huang 
[10] found in his experiments that dimensions between 2000 to 4000 can achieve a 
quite satisfying classification precision, while the precisions of Chinese document 
classification significantly drop when the dimensions are over 5000. The number of 
frequently used words in English document is about 8000 and generally 10000 words 
are used as the feature words in English classification. While in Chinese language 
system, 3000 words are sufficient to cover 86.7% of Chinese documents in the whole 
[14]. So 3000 is adopted as the initial dimension of the feature vector to perform the 
classification. 

4.2   Dimension Reduction in SVM  

Firstly we focus on the performance of dimension reduction in SVM, one of the most 
popular and effective classifiers.  

In the experiments, the frequency of every feature word is counted and then sorted 
in the right order according to their occurrence frequency. The first 400, 1000 or 2000 
words of this order is used as features which are trained and tested by SVM in their 
feature space respectively. Figure 2 shows the trends of classification precision of 
both the close and open test corresponding to the increase of feature dimension. It is 
obvious that with the increase of feature number (dimension), SVM can train a model 
depicting the different classes in the training set better and better. However, the result 
of open test shows that when the dimension of feature space exceeds 2000, the 
phenomenon of over-training becomes more evident.  

Next, GA is used to extract better features. 400 words are extracted from 3000 ones 
through gradual iteration and they are considered more representative and better 
“genes” for GA. The subset of these 400 words is designated as a new feature GA400. 
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on S400, S3000 and GA400 
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In both open and close test, Figure 3 shows the test results and comparison 
between feature GA400 and the features composed of the first 400 and 3000 words 
selected simply according to word efficiency (S400 and S3000). It is obvious that in 
close test, GA400 is much more representative when compared with the 400 words 
with highest word efficiency, and does not show significant inferior to the 3000 words 
in precision. Thus it can be concluded that GA400 basically represents the 
information contained in the feature with 3000 words.  

In open test, GA400 remarkably overcomes the over-training problem of the 
feature with 3000 words caused by too high dimension. Simultaneously, its 
performance is still better than the feature containing 400 high-efficiency words. 

Considering the performance of these features, since the training process of SVM 
is at high computational complexity, decreasing the dimension of the feature space for 
about 10 folds will shorten the training time sharply. In the experiment of this paper, 
training the 400-dimension SVM costs only several minutes, while training the 3000-
dimension SVM costs over two hours. Here Figure 4 shows the significant reduction 
in time consumption of SVM model building and thus, the advantage of our algorithm 
is quite impressive. Considering the number of documents dealt with here is only at 
about 10 thousand, the time can be saved by the dimension reduction algorithm will 
be desirable when the classifier is facing millions of articles. 
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Fig. 4. Time consuming tested on SVM classification from S400 to S3000 

4.3   Dimension Reduction in Other Classification Methods  

Since the Dimension Reduction Algorithm performs quite well in SVM, we try to 
generalize this algorithm. As mentioned above, Naïve Bayes is one of the most basic 
and representative classification methods. Thus, we try to validate the proposed 
algorithm’s generalization based on its performance on Naïve Bayes. The features 
used in this section are the same as those used in Part 4.2. 

Figure 5 shows the change of test precision along with the increase of dimension in 
Naïve Bayes. Comparing with SVM (Figure 2), the general precision of Naïve Bayes 
is lower. However, the trends are the same: the over-training problem becomes more 
serious when the dimension is above 1000. 

Test results are compared and the time-consumption of GA400 and S400 to S3000 
is shown in Figure 6. GA400 effects slightly better than S400, while the time  
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consumed is 15-fold less than S3000. Thus, we are excited to find that in Naïve 
Bayes, GA400 still overcomes the over-training problem and is quite effective. 
Meanwhile, considering the time consumed to build the model, the efficiency of 
GA400 is acceptable. 
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Fig. 5. Correct Naïve Bayes classification 
rates tested on S400 to S3000 

Fig. 6. Correct Naïve Bayes classification rates 
and time consuming tested on S400 to S3000 
and also GA400 

However, Table 3 reflects that in Naïve Bayes, classes with larger amounts of 
members (we call it larger classes) always cause huge amounts of the test data in the 
nearby smaller classes to be misclassified. Here several training data is deleted when 
extracting features involuntary and the phenomena is much more significant as we 
pay attention to the third class, whose result is almost captured by Class 2 and 9. This 
might be the reason why the proposed Dimension Reduction Algorithm does not 
perform as satisfying as used in SVM when applied to Naïve Bayes classifiers. 

Table 3. Specific results on Naïve Bayes classification 

Class  
No. 

Document 
 count 

Correct 
 classifying 

Correct 
Rate (%) 

Class  
No 

Document 
count 

Correct 
 classifying 

Correct  
Rate (%) 

1 815 460 56.4 7 77 32 41.6 
2 2932 2907 99.1 8 603 452 75.0 
3 141 3 2.13 9 2778 2769 99.7 
4 810 760 93.8 10 1402 1315 93.8 
5 805 660 82.0 11 534 211 39.5 
6 1019 392 38.5 12 740 484 65.4 

The Naïve Bayes classifier is based on the assumption that the selected features are 
mutual independent and identically distributed. It is reliable to adopt this assumption 
for the feature selecting algorithm based on word frequency, or saying that in feature 
sets S400, S1000, S2000, S3000, the selected features better meet the assumption and 
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they are much more independent with each other. For the features selected by GA, 
they distribute in a way better meets the nature of the classify procedure. But GA 
limits the model of the distribution of features in different classes and it inevitably 
selects features with similar distribution, while features with similar distributions may 
have obvious relevance which will destroy the “independent” assumption.  

For example, in Chinese words “iterative” and “algorithm” usually appear in the 
documents in “computer” category. However, in most cases “iterative” is an adjective 
phrase which explains the “algorithm”, so they have obvious relevance and are not 
suitable to be selected as the feature for the Naïve Bayes classifier in nature. In 
feature selection algorithm using GA, the distribution of words “iterative” and 
“algorithm” well match the pre-defined rules such as the word’s frequency  in one 
category must be obviously higher than the one in other categories, so they have great 
chance to be selected as features. While in the naïve feature selection algorithm based 
on simply words’ frequency, the frequency of “iterative” is too much lower than the 
frequency of “algorithm” to be selected as a feature. 

In addition, comparing to other evaluation functions and feature evaluation ways 
such as Information Gain, CHI Square, the adopted algorithm has competitive 
performance as well as significant temporal advantages. Concerning what discussed 
before, it is much more urgent to deal with the enormous data sets, so the 
complexities of algorithm should be much more emphasized. In the mean time, 
vertical comparisons have been done and Figure 4 shows that Centroid-based 
classification algorithm and other methods are inferior to SVM in performance.  

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, a feature space dimension reduction algorithm using GA is proposed. 
Experiments show that this algorithm has very good effect when applying on Chinese 
document classification using SVM. It significantly reduces the feature dimension, at 
the same time does not cause much lost in performance. This paper point out the 
amount of necessary key words to be an important difference between Chinese and 
other languages’ document classification. So the dimension of the experiments stays 
in a much more reasonable region. When the dimension of feature space is very high, 
the new feature obtained by applying dimension reduction algorithm can not only 
represent the entire information, but more importantly overcome the over fitting 
problem. 

However, it is also noticed that the corpus used in experiment might have strong 
closed property and similarity of itself, and the wide difference among the document 
amounts of different classes may have significant effects on the experiment results. 
Our future work might mainly focus on the dimension reduction research based on 
more data sets and classification methods, as well as improvement of the evaluation 
function of GA. Specifically we think it is worth trying to release the protection of 
total number of ‘1’s in GA and let the algorithm decide the extent of dimension 
reduction by itself. In addition, how to choose the threshold value of dimension using 
GA algorithm in actual data set, and how to further improve the efficiency of the 
algorithm to adapt to more data are future emphases of our study. 
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